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Abstract—Given a graph G = (V, E), an (α, β)-ruling
set is a subset S ⊆ V such that the distance between any
two vertices in S is at least α, and the distance between
any vertex in V and the closest vertex in S is at most
β. We present lower bounds for distributedly computing
ruling sets.
More precisely, for the problem of computing a (2, β)ruling set (and hence also any (α, β)-ruling set with α > 2)
in the LOCAL model of distributed computing, we show
the following, where n denotes the number of vertices, Δ
the maximum degree, and c is some universal constant
independent of n and Δ.
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where in each round each node can send a message
of arbitrary size to each neighbor and then, after the
messages arrive, perform some local computation. Each
node has to terminate at some point and then output its
local part of the global solution, i.e., whether it is in
the MIS (resp. ruling set) or not. For a more detailed
introduction to the LOCAL model, we refer the reader
to Section II-A.
MIS: The problem of ﬁnding an MIS in a given
graph is one of the most central and well-studied
problems in the LOCAL model. Already in the ’80s,
the very ﬁrst papers of the area [1–5] gave ﬁrst upper
and lower bounds for the complexity of computing an
MIS, and since then there has been an abundance of
papers (e.g., [6–16]) studying the problem and variants
thereof. A major open question was whether an MIS
can be computed deterministically in a polylogarithmic
number of rounds (see, e.g., [4], or Open Problem 11.2
in the book by Barenboim and Elkin [12])—this question
was ﬁnally answered in the afﬁrmative in a very recent
breakthrough by Rozhoň and Ghaffari [15] on network
decompositions. In contrast, if randomization is allowed,
already more than 30 years ago, Luby [2] and Alon,
Babai, and Itai [3] presented O(log n)-round algorithms
for solving MIS, where n denotes the number of nodes
of the input graph. This is still the best randomized upper
bound known if the complexity is expressed solely as a
function of n.
On the lower bound side, the Ω(log∗ n)-round bound
from the ’80s and early ’90s by Linial [4] and Naor [5]
was the state of the art, until Kuhn, Moscibroda, and
Wattenhofer (KMW) [17] proved in 2004 that there
is no algorithm computing an MIS in t = f (Δ) +
if f (Δ) ∈
g(n) rounds (even allowing randomization)

o(log Δ/ log log Δ) and g(n) ∈ o( log n/ log log n).
Here, log∗ () denotes the iterated logarithm and Δ the
maximum node degree. Finally, last year, the KMW
bounds were improved and complemented by Balliu et
al. [18] who showed that f (Δ) + g(n) rounds are not
sufﬁcient for deterministic algorithms if f (Δ) ∈ o(Δ)
and g(n) ∈ o(log n/ log log n), and not sufﬁcient for
randomized algorithms if f (Δ) ∈ o(Δ) and g(n) ∈
o(log log n/ log log log n). Due to an O(Δ + log∗ n)-

For β > 1, this improves on the previously best
lower bound of Ω(log∗ n) rounds that follows from
the 30-year-old bounds of Linial [FOCS’87] and Naor
[J.Disc.Math.’91] (resp. Ω(1) rounds if β ∈ ω(log∗ n)).
For β = 1, i.e., for the problem of computing a maximal
independent set (which is nothing else than a (2, 1)-ruling
set), our results improve on the previously best lower
bound of Ω(log∗ n) on trees, as our bounds already hold
on trees.
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F ULL V ERSION
The full version of this paper can be found at
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.08282.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In this work, we study the problems of ﬁnding
maximal independent sets (MIS) and ruling sets in the
LOCAL model of distributed computing. In the LOCAL
model, each node of the input graph is considered as a
computational device and each edge as a communication
link. Computation proceeds in synchronous rounds,
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some β > 1, if the latter sufﬁces and can be computed
faster. Hence, from the perspective of applications, a
lower bound for MIS that also applies to such ruling
sets can be considered as substantially more robust than
a lower bound that cannot be extended to ruling sets.
Unfortunately, there is a simple argument why the
existing lower bounds for MIS by KMW and Balliu et al.
cannot be extended to (2, β)-ruling sets: as mentioned
before, those lower bounds are achieved on line graphs;
however, on line graphs already a (2, 2)-ruling set can be
found in O(log∗ n) rounds as shown by Kuhn, Maus, and
Weidner [25]. The best lower bound for (2, β)-ruling
sets follows again from the lower bounds by Linial
and Naor for MIS, and stands at Ω(log∗ n), both on
trees and general graphs, up to some β ∈ Θ(log∗ n).
For β ∈ ω(log∗ n), no non-constant lower bound is
known. In contrast, for up to polylogarithmic β, the best
upper bound (expressed solely as a function of n) for
computing a (2, β)-ruling set is polylogarithmic in n
[6, 16, 20].

round upper bound by Panconesi and Rizzi [19], the
linear dependency on Δ is tight.
While the above bounds imply that the complexity of
MIS on general graphs must lie in the polylogarithmic
(in n) regime, the situation on trees is far less clear. Both
the KMW lower bounds and the lower bounds by Balliu
et al. are achieved by ﬁrst proving the same bounds for
the problem of ﬁnding a maximal matching and then
obtaining the MIS bounds as an immediate corollary
due to the fact that maximal matching on general graphs
is essentially the same problem as MIS on line graphs.
As the line graph of any graph with Δ ≥ 3 contains a
cycle (of length 3), both lower bounds are not applicable
on trees; in fact, as there seems to be no way around
line graphs in order to transform the maximal matching
bounds to MIS, there is little hope that the proofs can be
adapted to work on trees. Hence, on trees, the state of
the art is given by the Ω(log∗ n)-round lower bounds by
Linial and Naor, exhibiting a large gap to the best known
deterministic upper bound of O(log n/ log log n) rounds
on trees by Barenboim and Elkin [8]. This suggests the
following question.

Question 2
Is polylogarithmic time needed for deterministically
computing a (2, β)-ruling set (for up to polylogarithmic β) or is there a (much) faster algorithm?

Question 1
Is polylogarithmic time needed for deterministically
computing an MIS on trees or is there a (much)
faster algorithm?

Round elimination: Traditionally, proving lower
bounds in the LOCAL model has been a challenging
task. Until 2015, to the best of our knowledge, only about
a handful of (non-trivial, non-global) lower bounds were
known [4, 5, 17, 26–28], with the only lower bound
(as a function of n) beyond Ω(log∗ n) being the KMW
lower bound. A major obstacle seemed to be the lack
of techniques that could be used to obtain (improved)
lower bounds.
In 2016, things changed when it was discovered that a
technique used in the proof for Linial’s Ω(log∗ n)-round
lower bound is more widely applicable: Brandt et al.
[29] used the technique, now known under the name
round elimination, to prove lower bounds for the Lovász
Local Lemma (LLL), sinkless orientation (as a special
case of the LLL) and Δ-coloring. Since then, round
elimination has been used to prove lower bounds for a
variety of problems [18, 30–34].
In 2019, Brandt [32] showed that round elimination
can, in principle, be applied to (almost) any problem that
is locally checkable1 , by providing a so-called automatic
version of round elimination, which, roughly speaking,
is a blueprint for obtaining a lower bound via round
elimination in which the problem of interest can be
inserted. Unfortunately, for most problems, a crucial step
in the general blueprint is (perhaps far) beyond the reach

Ruling sets: Ruling sets are a generalization of
maximal independent sets. Let α ≥ 2, β ≥ 1 be integers.
An (α, β)-ruling set S is a subset of the nodes of the
input graph such that the distance between any two
nodes from S is at least α and any node not contained
in S has a distance of at most β to the closest node
in S. An MIS is a (2, 1)-ruling set. We observe that
an (α, β)-ruling set is also an (α , β  )-ruling set for any
α ≤ α and β  ≥ β, hence ﬁnding the latter is at least
as easy as ﬁnding the former. In particular, the problem
of ﬁnding a (2, β)-ruling set for some β > 1 is at least
as easy as the problem of ﬁnding an MIS. Moreover, as
our goal is to prove lower bounds, we can safely restrict
attention to α = 2 without affecting the generality of
our results.
Due to their relation to MIS (but also as interesting
combinatorial objects of their own), ruling sets have been
a natural object of interest in the LOCAL model and are
well-studied (see, e.g., [6, 11, 14, 20–22]). In particular,
the computation of ruling sets often constitutes a useful
subroutine in the computation of other objects, such as
maximal matching [11], maximal independent set [14],
or distributed coloring [23, 24]. This is not a surprise:
also the computation of an MIS is an important step
in many algorithms, and it is quite natural to replace
this step by the computation of a (2, β)-ruling set for

1 For
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a deﬁnition, see Section II-B.

of current techniques, which is the reason why we have
not seen a ﬂurry of new lower bounds in the past year.
By using additional techniques inside this framework, a
number of new lower bounds have been achieved [18,
33, 34], but the framework itself is still far from being
well-understood. As such, we believe that obtaining a
better understanding of (automatic) round elimination
is one of the most promising research directions in the
LOCAL model currently available and crucial for the
design of new lower bounds.
Informally, the general idea of round elimination is
as follows. In order to prove a lower bound for some
problem Π0 of interest, we want to ﬁnd a sequence of
problems

in [32]. The proofs can be grouped into two categories,
depending on the chosen modiﬁcation.
1) There exists a constant c such that each problem
in the sequence can be described3 by using at most
c output labels. Examples are [18, 33, 34].
2) The size of the problem description grows doubly
exponentially when going from Πi to Πi+1 , for
all i. Examples are [31, 32].
The idea of the second approach is to simplify
the structure4 of the descriptions of the problems in
the sequence, but roughly preserve the size of the
descriptions. The lower bound is achieved by showing
that as long as the description size of a problem in the
sequence is in o(n) (or (o(Δ))), the problem is not 0round solvable. Hence, this approach only yields lower
bounds of Ω(log∗ n) (resp. Ω(log∗ Δ)).
In contrast, the ﬁrst approach can yield higher lower
bounds, but requires ﬁnding a sequence of problems
that can be described with a constant number of labels.
Considering that to obtain a good lower bound we also
must make sure that we do not reach a 0-round solvable
problem too fast, for many problems such a sequence
might simply not exist. In fact, characterizing the set
of problems (or at least interesting subsets thereof) that
admit such a sequence is an interesting open problem
mentioned in [33]. For instance, while we do not have a
proof, we do not believe that for MIS such a sequence
yielding a polylogarithmic lower bound exists. This
discussion raises the following question.

Π0 → Π1 → Π2 → . . .
such that for any two consecutive problems Πi , Πi+1 , we
have Ti+1 ≤ Ti − 1 whenever Ti > 0, where Tj denotes
the complexity of problem Πj for any j. In other words,
Πi+1 is at least one round faster solvable than Πi as
long as Πi is not 0-round solvable, which we will call
the round elimination property. Now all that is necessary
for proving a lower bound of T for problem Π0 is to
show that problem ΠT −1 is not 0-round solvable, or
equivalently, that the ﬁrst 0-round solvable problem in
the sequence has index at least T .
Automatic round elimination explicitly generates such
a sequence of problems for any locally checkable
problem Π0 , by repeatedly applying a ﬁxed process that
takes some locally checkable problem Πi as input and
returns Πi+1 . The main issue with the obtained sequence
is that the descriptions of the problems in the sequence
usually become very complicated already for small
indices; without applying any additional techniques,
already the size of the problem description grows roughly
doubly exponential for each subsequent problem. Hence,
it is not surprising that the crucial step of determining
the ﬁrst 0-round solvable problem Πj in the sequence
cannot be performed (in general) with the currently
available techniques. Moreover, even if one could keep
the problem description sizes reasonably small, no
general method how to ﬁnd the desired problem Πj
is known.2
Nevertheless, when studying a speciﬁc problem Π0 ,
it seems reasonable to try to make the problems in the
sequence easier to understand. All currently known lower
bound proofs via automatic round elimination follow
the idea of modifying the problems in the sequence
in a way that preserves the round elimination property
while simplifying the problem descriptions, as suggested

Question 3
How can we design a problem sequence satisfying
the round elimination property that yields a better
lower bound than Ω(log∗ n) without restricting
the problem descriptions to a constant number of
labels?

A. Our results
We prove the following result for deterministic algorithms.
Theorem 1. In the LOCAL model, any deterministic
algorithm that
solves
the (2, β)-ruling


 set problem
log Δ
,
log
n
rounds, for all
requires Ω min β log
Δ
log Δ


log Δ
β ≤ c · min
log log Δ , logΔ n , for some constant c
independent of n and Δ.
3 The description is required to be in a certain standardized form.
For details, we refer to Section II-B.
4 For instance, the simpliﬁcation could consist in transforming a
problem with complicated constraints using a large number of output
labels into a (much easier to understand) coloring problem with a
large number of colors.

2 Note that it is usually easy to check for a given problem whether
it can be solved in 0 rounds; the difﬁculty lies in ﬁrst obtaining a
concise (parameterized) description of the problems in the sequence.
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√

By setting Δ := 2 β log n log log n , we maximize our
lower bound as a function of n, thereby obtaining the
following corollary.

Note that Theorem 4 implies that there is no randomized algorithm that solves the (2, β)-ruling set
problem
w.h.p.
g(n) rounds if f (Δ) ∈


 in t = f (Δ) +
log Δ
log log n
o β log log Δ and g(n) ∈ o
β log log log n . Hence,
we obtain that the O(log Δ + log log n/ log log log n)round randomized upper bound for MIS (and hence also
(2, β)-ruling set) on trees by Ghaffari [14] cannot be
improved substantially in both Δ and n simultaneously,
for any indicated β. Furthermore, Corollary 6 provides
the ﬁrst progress on Open Problem 10.15 from the book
by Barenboim and Elkin [12] (on the lower bound side),
asking for the randomized complexity of MIS on trees.
Our results are achieved by designing a sequence
of problems with the round elimination property for
(2, β)-ruling sets, where the number of used labels is
non-constant. More precisely, our problem sequence will
satisfy that the number of labels used in the description
of problem Πi is in Θ(iβ /(β!)). In particular, for the
special case of MIS, the number of used labels grows
linearly. Hence, our construction of the problem sequence
provides an answer to Question 3.

Corollary 2. In the LOCAL model, any deterministic
realgorithm
that solves the (2, β)-ruling set problem

log n
log n
3
quires Ω
rounds,
for
all
β
≤
c
β log log n
log log n ,
for some constant c independent of n and Δ.

This settles Question 2 for all β ≤ c 3 logloglogn n . As
any (α, β)-ruling set is also a (2, β)-ruling set for all
α > 2, Theorem 1 also holds for (α, β)-ruling sets.
Moreover, since the given lower bounds already hold
on trees, we obtain the following corollary, by setting
β = 1.
alCorollary 3. In the LOCAL model, any deterministic


log n
gorithm that solves MIS on trees requires Ω
log log n
rounds.
This settles Question 1. Corollaries 2 and 3 provide
the ﬁrst polylogarithmic lower bounds for ruling sets,
and for MIS on trees. Due to an O(log n/ log log n)round deterministic upper bound for MIS on trees
by Barenboim and Elkin [8], and a polylogarithmic
deterministic upper bound for (2, β)-ruling sets on
general graphs following from the work by Ghaffari
et al. [16], the only remaining question for the given
range of β is the exponent in the polylog.
For randomized algorithms, we prove the following.

Corollary 6. In the LOCAL model, any randomized
algorithm
that 
solves MIS on trees w.h.p. requires

log log n
rounds.
Ω
log log log n

B. Our techniques
In order to successfully apply the round elimination
technique, two main ingredients are required. The ﬁrst is
ﬁnding a good problem family: we need to deﬁne some
family {Πi≥0 } such that the sequence Π0 → Π1 → . . .
satisﬁes the round elimination property and Π0 is the
problem for which we want to prove a lower bound. The
second ingredient is proving that the deﬁned sequence
indeed satisﬁes the desired property.
While the second ingredient is technically involved,
the conceptually crucial part is the ﬁrst one, designing a
good sequence of problems. Usually, when applying the
round elimination technique, ﬁnding the right problem
family involves some guessing.6 For instance, in [18]
the problem family was found by trying to make each
subsequent problem in the sequence look very similar
to the previous one while using the same output labels
in the description (see [18, Section 3.7]). In the case
where each problem in the family can be described
using a constant number of labels, there is even very
recent software available, written by Olivetti [35], that
automatically searches the space of potential problems
for small Δ. Unfortunately, for the MIS problem (and
for ruling sets) this approach fails, suggesting that a
constant number of labels is not sufﬁcient. Instead, we
propose a more explicit and perhaps surprising approach
to ﬁnd the desired problem family, by ﬁrst proving an
upper bound for the problem of interest such that the
proof can be “represented” via a similar sequence of
problems.

5 As usual, we say that an algorithm solves a problem with high
probability if the global success probability is at least 1 − 1/n.

6 In rare cases the sequence suggests itself, e.g., for sinkless
orientation [29] the sequence is obtained by setting Π0 = Π1 = . . .

Theorem 4. In the LOCAL model, any randomized algorithm that solves
problem w.h.p.5
 the (2, β)-ruling set 
log Δ
requires Ω min β log
, logΔ log n
rounds, for
 log Δ

log Δ
all β ≤ c · min
log log Δ , logΔ log n , for some
constant c independent of n and Δ.
√

By setting Δ := 2 β log log n log log log n , we maximize
our lower bound as a function of n, thereby obtaining
the following corollary.
Corollary 5. In the LOCAL model, any randomized
set problem
algorithm that solves

 the (2, β)-ruling
log log n
w.h.p. requires Ω
rounds,
for all β ≤
β log log log n

c 3 logloglogloglogn n , for some constant c independent of n
and Δ.
Again, this bound already holds on trees and we obtain
the following corollary for MIS.
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As explained in [32, 36], the round elimination
technique can also be used to ﬁnd upper bounds: Instead
of ﬁnding a problem sequence with the round elimination
property, i.e., with the property that Ti+1 ≤ Ti − 1, the
idea is to ﬁnd a problem sequence with the property
that Ti+1 ≥ Ti − 1. This ensures that the index j of
the ﬁrst 0-round solvable problem Πj in the sequence
(if such a problem exists) is an upper bound for the
complexity of Π0 . Accordingly, we will call a sequence
satisfying Ti+1 ≤ Ti − 1 a lower bound sequence and
a sequence satisfying Ti+1 ≥ Ti − 1 an upper bound
sequence. We note that the automatic sequence provided
by automatic round elimination is both a lower and an
upper bound sequence since there we have Ti+1 = Ti −1;
in fact, it can be seen as the tightest sequence with the
property Ti+1 ≥ Ti −1. In the following, we will use this
automatic sequence to informally describe the intuition
behind our approach.
Intuition behind our approach: In the round elimination framework, each problem is described via a list
of “allowed” conﬁgurations that specify which local
output label conﬁgurations around a node or on an edge
are considered correct. As mentioned before, in the
automatic sequence these descriptions grow very fast. On
the other hand, due to the nature of 0-round algorithms, it
seems to be the case that in the ﬁrst (or more generally,
any) 0-round solvable problem Πj only very few of
those allowed conﬁgurations are actually required for
the correctness of a given 0-round algorithm. In other
words, Πj would still remain 0-round solvable if we
removed a large number of the allowed conﬁgurations;
moreover, the remaining part of the problem usually has
an intuitive interpretation. Assuming that the previous
problems in the automatic sequence behave similarly,
we obtain the following intuition for each problem Πi
with i ≤ j:
(1) There is some small part of the problem description
that has some intuitive meaning and is relevant for
solving the problem in j − i rounds, and
(2) there are additional allowed conﬁgurations that
seem to be an artifact of the automatic process
that generates the sequence.
Intuitively, Part (1) can be thought of as the essence of
the problem, and we argue that the information encoded
therein should sufﬁce to prove lower bounds. Hence, we
would like to restrict attention to Part (1).
If we had a concise description of problem Πj and
the complete automatic sequence leading to Πj , it would
be straightforward to extract Part (1) of each problem
and thereby obtain a comparably simple sequence Π∗0 →
Π∗1 → . . . of problems. However, there are two issues:
ﬁrst, we do not have feasible access to Πj and the
preceding sequence (otherwise we would be done), and
second, for technical reasons, the obtained sequence is an

upper bound sequence, but not a lower bound sequence
(in general), i.e., even if we had such access, the fact
that Ti+1 ≤ Ti − 1 is not satisﬁed prevents us from
using the sequence in a lower bound proof.
To solve the second issue, we make use of so-called
wildcards, a notion introduced in [18]. We show for the
case of MIS and ruling sets that, perhaps surprisingly,
adding a sufﬁcient number of wildcards to the allowed
conﬁgurations in the problems from Π∗0 → Π∗1 → . . .
turns the upper bound sequence into a lower bound
sequence that is “tight enough” to yield a polylogarithmic
lower bound.
Our solution to the ﬁrst issue is to try to design an
upper bound sequence Π0 → Π1 → . . . that is as close
to the desired sequence Π∗0 → Π∗1 → . . . as possible,
and then work with problem family {Πi≥0 } instead of
{Π∗i≥0 }. As the latter sequence is unknown, our guideline
for designing {Πi≥0 } will be simplicity, following the
above intuition that Part (1) of each Πi (i.e., Π∗i ) is
small and intuitive. A key idea in the design will be
to introduce a coloring component into the MIS and
ruling set problems. Roughly speaking, the purpose of
this coloring component is that, with enough care, we
can make sure that only the coloring part of the problem
description grows when we go from Πi to Πi+1 , while
the MIS (resp. ruling set) part remains unchanged. This
allows us to keep the structure of the problems in the
sequence comparably simple, which in turn allows us to
determine at which point in the sequence the problems
become 0-round solvable.
Essentially, our approach reduces the task of proving
lower bounds to proving upper bounds, which usually is
considered to be an easier task.7 However, the designed
algorithm should also have a “simple representation” as
an upper bound sequence, and this does not seem to be
the case for existing ruling set algorithms. Hence, we will
design a new, genuinely different ruling set algorithm that
gives state-of-the-art upper bounds in terms of Δ (which
is the relevant dependency for the round elimination
technique, from a technical perspective) and yields a
simple upper bound sequence.
Approach: To summarize, our approach works as
follows. First, we prove an upper bound for ﬁnding a
(2, β)-ruling set (of which MIS is a special case) that
can be represented by a comparably simple upper bound
sequence. To this end, we consider the initial problem Π0
of the sequence as “(2, β)-ruling set with some coloring
7 While the current literature uses round elimination primarily to
prove lower bounds, this statement arguably also holds for lower/upper
bounds via round elimination. One main reason is that to make a
problem given in the form speciﬁed by round elimination harder (a
technique instrumental for the design of upper bound sequences), we
can simply discard allowed conﬁgurations, while to make a problem
easier (instrumental for lower bound sequences), more complicated
operations have to be used.
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component” and then introduce more and more colors
into the problem over the course of the sequence, in
a certain hierarchical manner. Second, we insert (an
increasing number of) wildcards into the problems in
our sequence, and prove that this turns the upper bound
sequence into a lower bound sequence that yields a
polylogarithmic lower bound.
While the individual parts of our approach are technically challenging, the approach itself is surprisingly
simple. Hence, we believe that this general approach does
not only work for MIS and ruling sets but should also
be applicable to other problems; however, as it involves,
e.g., ﬁnding an upper bound proof that can be described
well via a sequence of problems, obtaining new bounds
using this approach is not automatic. Moreover, we
think that the idea of introducing a coloring component
into problems that do not seem to have any particular
relation to coloring should be more widely applicable;
one intuitive reason is that, similar to wildcards, it gives
a relatively simple way to represent progress towards
0-round solvability in the sequence, which seems like
a necessary ingredient for designing a lower or upper
bound sequence (which we can feasibly infer bounds
from).

While all the above algorithms are randomized, Panconesi and Srinivasan provided
√ a deterministic algorithm for solving MIS in 2O( log n) rounds [7]. Later,
Barenboim, Elkin and Kuhn showed an O(Δ + log∗ n)round algorithm [13]. Very recently, Rozhoň and Ghaffari
proved that MIS can be solved deterministically in
poly(log n) rounds [15]. Meanwhile, the exponent of
the polylog has been improved by Ghaffari et al. [16].
Ruling sets: Ruling sets have been introduced by
Awerbuch et al. [6], where the authors showed how
to construct (α, O(α log n))-ruling sets in O(α log n)
deterministic rounds in the LOCAL model. Since then,
there have been several works in this direction both
in the deterministic and randomized setting, and both
in the LOCAL and CONGEST models of distributed
computing. In fact, as far as deterministic algorithms are
concerned, Schneider, Elkin, and Wattenhofer showed
how to get (2, β)-ruling sets in O(βΔ2/β + log∗ n)
rounds in the LOCAL model [40]. Notice that, in the
LOCAL model, it is possible to get an (α, (α − 1)β)ruling set of a graph G by just computing a (2, β)-ruling
set on the power graph Gα−1 . This reasoning does not
directly apply to the CONGEST model, where the size
of the messages is bounded by O(log n) bits. However,
the algorithm of Awerbuch et al. can be modiﬁed to work
in the CONGEST model. In fact, Henzinger, Krinninger,
and Nanongkai sketched the arguments that show how
to adapt it and get a CONGEST algorithm that gives
(α, O(α log n))-ruling sets in O(α log n) rounds [41].
Later on, Kuhn, Maus, and Weidner gave a formal proof
of these arguments [25]. Also, the same authors showed
how to obtain (α, (α − 1)logB n)-ruling sets (B ≥ 2)
in O(αB logB n) rounds. As a corollary, they get the
same trade offs as in [40] and obtain a (2, β)-ruling
set (for β > 2) in O(βΔ2/β + log∗ n) rounds for the
CONGEST model.
If randomness is allowed, Gfeller and Vicari showed
how to compute a relaxed version of a (2, O(log log Δ))ruling set, where each node in the ruling set is allowed
to have at most O(log5 n) neighbors also in the ruling
set, in O(log log Δ) rounds [21], and by then applying
the algorithm of [40] on the graph induced by selected
nodes, we can obtain an algorithm for (2, log log n)ruling sets running in O(log log n) time. Kothapalli and
Pemmaraju
showed how to compute
(2, 2)-ruling sets


log Δ
1/2+ε
+
(log
n)
rounds,
for any ε > 0
in O (log
n)ε
[42]. One year later, Bisht, Kothapalli, and Pemmaraju
provided a sparsifying procedure that can be used,
together with some MIS algorithm, to obtain (2, β)ruling sets (in a runtime that depends on the respective MIS algorithm) [22]. For instance, by combining
this sparsifying procedure with the MIS algorithm
set can be
by Barenboim et al. [11], a (2, β)-ruling
√
computed in O(β log1/(β−1/2) Δ)+2O( log log n) rounds.

C. Further discussion of related work
MIS: The maximal independent set problem has
been widely studied in the LOCAL model. Barenboim
et al. showed that, if we also consider the dependency
√
in Δ, MIS can be solved in O(log2 Δ) + 2O( log log n)
rounds [11]. Ghaffari
improved this running time
√
to O(log Δ) + 2O( log log n) [14]. The MIS problem
has been studied also in speciﬁc classes of graphs
[8, 9, 11, 37]. For example, for computing MIS on
trees with randomized algorithms,
Lenzen and Wat√
tenhofer showed an O( log n log log n)-round algorithm [10]. This
√ was later improved by Barenboim
et al. to O( log
√ n log log n) [11], and then further
improved to O( log n) by Ghaffari [14]. Barenboim
et al. also showed that MIS on trees can be solved
in O(log Δ log log Δ + log log n/ log log log n) rounds
[11]. Ghaffari later improved this bound to O(log Δ +
log log n/ log log log n) rounds [14].
Ghaffari studied MIS also in the CONGEST8
model, giving a randomized algorithm with
a √running time of min{O(log
√ Δ log log n) +
2O( log log n log log log n) , log Δ · 2O( log log n) } rounds
by Ghaffari
and
[38]. This was later improved
√
√
Portmann [39] to O(log Δ · log log n) + 2O( log log n)
rounds.
8 The CONGEST model is the same as the LOCAL model with the
difference that in CONGEST the size of the messages is bounded by
O(log n) bits. We refer the reader to Section II-A for more details
on these models.
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By using the improved MIS algorithm by Ghaffari
[14]√instead, we obtain a runtime of O(β log1/β Δ) +
2O( log log n) rounds, which can in turn be improved
to O(β log1/β Δ) + poly(log log n) rounds by making
use of the poly(log n)-round network decomposition
algorithm by Rozhoň and Ghaffari [15]. Lastly, Pai et
al. studied randomized ruling sets in the CONGEST
model. They showed how to compute (2, 3)-ruling sets
in O(log n/ log log n) rounds, and (2, 2)-ruling sets in
O(log Δ(log n)1/2+ε + ε log n log log n) rounds [43].

edges given by an arbitrary assignment of (pairwise
distinct) so-called port numbers from 1 to deg(v) to
the edges. This model is also synchronous, and, as in
the LOCAL model, the size of the messages and the
computational power of each node is not bounded. In
the randomized version of the PN model, each node
has access to a stream of private random bits and we
require that randomized algorithms succeed with high
probability.
To be able to apply the round elimination framework,
we also need that edges have port numbers; in other
words, we assume that an orientation of the edges is
given. However, this is just a technical detail that does
not have any effect on our argumentation, and as such we
will ignore it in the following. Note that, in the LOCAL
model, such an edge orientation can be obtained from
the unique identiﬁers in one round; therefore also the
presented upper bounds do not change asymptotically if
we assume that an edge orientation is given.

II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Model
The LOCAL model: The model of computation used
in this paper is the widely studied LOCAL model of
distributed computing [44]. In this model, each node of
the input graph has a unique identiﬁer from 1 to poly n,
and the computation proceeds in synchronous rounds. At
each round, each node can send a message of arbitrary
size to each neighbor, and, after receiving the messages
from its neighbors, perform some local computation of
arbitrary complexity. In the LOCAL model, each node
knows initially its unique identiﬁer and its degree. As
commonly done in this context, we also assume that
each node knows the number of nodes n in the graph
(or a polynomial upper bound of it) and the maximum
degree Δ. Clearly, this can make the task of proving
lower bounds only harder. Each node executes the same
algorithm (which is what we call a distributed algorithm),
and each node has to terminate at some point and then
output its local part of the global solution, e.g., in the
case of MIS whether the node is in the MIS or not. The
runtime of such a distributed algorithm is the number of
synchronous round until the last node terminates. In the
randomized version of the LOCAL model, each node
additionally has access to a stream of private random
bits. We will study Monte Carlo algorithms that solve
the desired problem with high probability, that is, the
global success probability must be at least 1 − 1/n.
Another well-studied model in the area of distributed
computing is the CONGEST model [44], which is
deﬁned as the LOCAL model with the only difference
that the size of each message sent between the nodes
is restricted to O(log n) bits. As the CONGEST model
is strictly weaker than the LOCAL model, our lower
bounds hold also in the CONGEST model.
The Port Numbering model: Our results hold in the
LOCAL model of distributed computing, however, for
technical reasons we pass through the Port Numbering
(PN) model, in the sense that we ﬁrst show how to
obtain our results in the PN model, and then lift them
to the LOCAL model. The PN model is a variant of
the LOCAL model where nodes do not have identiﬁers,
but each node v has an internal ordering of its incident

B. Problems
In the round elimination framework a problem is
characterized by an alphabet Σ of labels, a node
constraint N and an edge constraint E. We will only
consider problems deﬁned on Δ-regular graphs in this
formalism, since, as we will later see, this is enough for
our purposes. The node constraint N is a collection of
words of length Δ over the alphabet Σ, and the edge
constraint E is a collection of words of length 2 over Σ.
The same label can appear several times in a word and
the order of the elements that compose a word does not
matter, hence each word technically is a multiset. We
call a word in N a node conﬁguration and a word in E
an edge conﬁguration.
Let G = (V, E) be our input graph and let A =
{(v, e) ∈ V × E | v ∈ e} be the set that contains all
pairs (node, incident edge). The output for a problem in
this formalism is given by a labeling of each (v, e) ∈ A
with one element from Σ. Put otherwise, each node has
to output an element of the set Σ on each incident edge.
We say that such an output is correct if it satisﬁes N
and E, i.e., for each node v  ∈ V , the collection of Δ
output labels assigned to the (v, e) ∈ A with v = v 
is a node conﬁguration listed in N , and for each edge
e ∈ E, the two output labels assigned to the (v, e) with
e = e is an edge conﬁguration listed in E.
We use regular expressions to represent (collections
of) node and edges conﬁgurations. For example, the
expression POΔ−1 describes a node conﬁguration that
consists of exactly one label P and Δ − 1 labels O.
Similarly, the expression M[PO] describes a collection
of edge conﬁgurations that consists of one label M and
the other label can be either P or O, i.e., M[PO] =
{MP, MO}. We call a part of an expression such as
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N:

[PO], where we have a choice between different labels,
a disjunction. While technically an expression containing
a disjunction describes a set of conﬁgurations, we will
use the term conﬁguration also for such an expression,
for simplicity. In order to explicitly specify that the
expression contains a disjunction, we will use the term
condensed conﬁguration. Moreover, we will say that a
conﬁguration is contained in a condensed conﬁguration
if we can obtain the former from the latter by picking a
choice in each disjunction.

E:
Δ

M

M[PO]

POΔ−1

OO

Example: In order to encode the (2, 2)-ruling
set problem we need to use a larger set of labels
compared to the one used for the MIS problem. Let
Σ = {M, P1 , P2 , O1 , O2 }. Intuitively, similarly as before,
the M label can be seen as the “I am in the ruling set”
label, while the labels P1 and P2 are “pointer” labels that
are used to point to nodes in the ruling set and to nodes
that are at distance 1 from a node in the ruling set. Notice
that, as a (2, 1)-ruling set (i.e., MIS) solves the (2, 2)ruling set problem, the encoding of the (2, 2)-ruling set
problem will contain the node and edge conﬁgurations of
the MIS problem. For instance, a node in the ruling set
will output MΔ . Nodes at distance 1 from a node in the
ruling set may output either P1 OΔ−1
or P2 OΔ−1
, but
1
2
Δ−1
those at distance 2 must output P2 O2 . On the edge
side, we must guarantee that, for any pair of nodes in the
ruling set, they do not share an edge, hence MM ∈
/ E.
Also, a pointer of type 1 must point to a node in the
ruling set, while a pointer of type 2 must point to a
node at distance at most 1 from a node in the ruling
set, hence M[P1 P2 ] ∈ E and O1 P2 ∈ E. On the other
hand, we want to forbid bad pointing. In fact, nodes at
distance 1 from a node in the ruling set must not be able
to point to a node that is not in the ruling set, hence
P1 [O1 O2 P1 P2 ] ∈
/ E. Also, nodes at distance 2 from a
node in the ruling set must not point to another node
that is at distance 2 as well, hence P2 [O2 P2 ] ∈
/ E. More
precisely, the (2, 2)-ruling set problem can be encoded
in the formalism as follows.

With a few exceptions, all problems from a large class
of problems of interest in the LOCAL model, so-called
locally checkable problems, can be described in this
formalism. A locally checkable problem is simply a
problem for which the correctness of a solution can be
veriﬁed by checking whether the O(1)-hop neighborhood
of each node is locally correct. For technical reasons,
locally checkable problems whose deﬁnitions involve
small cycles (such as determining for each node whether
it is contained in a triangle) cannot be described in the
above formalism. Hence, for simplicity, in the remainder
of the paper we will use the term “locally checkable” for
(locally checkable) problems that are not of this kind.
In the following we present two examples highlighting
how we arrive at the description of a problem in the new
formalism. In the full version of this paper, we show
more formally that the given descriptions capture the
MIS and ruling set problems.
Example: Let us see, for example, how we can
describe the MIS problem in this formalism. We deﬁne
Σ = {M, P, O}. We will use the node constraint to
represent whether a node is in the independent set or
not. Nodes that are in the independent set must output
the label M (as in “in the MIS”) on all incident edges.
For nodes that are not in the independent set, we have to
make sure that at least one neighbor is in the independet
set. To this end, we require that nodes that are not
in the independent set point to a neighbor that is in
the independent set, thereby ensuring maximality. In
other words, these nodes must output a label P (as in
“pointer”) on exactly one incident edge and the label O
(as in “other”) on all the other Δ−1 incident edges. Now
the edge constraint must guarantee that no two neighbors
/ E, and that a pointer points
are in the MIS, hence MM ∈
/ E,
to a node that is in the MIS, hence PM ∈ E, but PP ∈
and PO ∈
/ E. In order to capture the situation where a
node not in the MIS has several neighbors in the MIS,
we must allow MO ∈ E. Also, since two nodes not
in the MIS may be neighbors, OO ∈ E. This leads to
the following formal deﬁnition of the node and edge
constraint.

N:

E:
M

Δ

P1 OΔ−1
1
P2 OΔ−1
2

M[P1 O1 P2 ]
O1 [O1 O2 P2 ]
O 2 O2

(1)

C. Round elimination
In our proofs, we will use the result of [32, Theorem
4.3], that is at the core of the round elimination technique.
On a high level, this theorem says that, on Δ-regular
high-girth graphs, given a locally checkable problem Π
with time complexity T , there exists a locally checkable
problem Π with time complexity T − 1. The procedure
of showing this theorem goes through an intermediate
problem, that we call Π . Given Π, Brandt [32] shows
how to construct ﬁrst Π and then Π . In the following,
we will formally deﬁne these problems. In the full
version of this paper, we provide an example where
we compute Π and Π starting from a speciﬁc problem
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Π. Let ΣΠ , NΠ , and EΠ be the alphabet of labels, the
node constraint, and the edge constraint for problem Π,
respectively.
Problem Π : In order to deﬁne problem Π , we
must deﬁne the alphabet ΣΠ , the node constraint NΠ ,
and the edge constraint EΠ .

• ΣΠ : The set of labels for Π is the set of all nonempty subsets of ΣΠ , i.e., ΣΠ = 2ΣΠ \ {{}}.
• EΠ : We construct the edge constraint in the following way. Consider a conﬁguration A1 A2 , where
A1 , A2 ∈ ΣΠ , such that, for all (a1 , a2 ) ∈ A1 × A2 ,
it holds that a1 a2 ∈ EΠ (notice that, by construction
of ΣΠ , it holds that a1 , a2 ∈ ΣΠ ). Let A be the
collection of all such conﬁgurations. We call a
conﬁguration A1 A2 ∈ A non-maximal if there
exists another conﬁguration A1 A2 ∈ A such that
Ai ⊆ Ai for all i ∈ {1, 2}, and Ai  Ai for
at least one i ∈ {1, 2}. In other words, if we
have a conﬁguration A1 A2 ∈ A that is obtained
from A1 A2 by adding at least one element to
at least one of A1 and A2 , then we say that
A1 A2 is non-maximal. We delete all non-maximal
conﬁgurations from S, and what remains is our set
EΠ of conﬁgurations.
• NΠ : Consider a conﬁguration B1 B2 . . . BΔ where
Bi ∈ ΣΠ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , Δ}, such that there
exists a tuple (b1 , . . . , bΔ ) ∈ B1 × . . . × BΔ such
that b1 b2 . . . bΔ ∈ NΠ . Let B be the collection
of all such conﬁgurations. We delete from the set
B all conﬁgurations that contain some set Bi that
does not appear in any conﬁguration in EΠ . The
modiﬁed set B is our set NΠ .
For simplicity, we can (and will) assume that all labels
that occur neither in EΠ , nor in NΠ , are also removed
from ΣΠ .
Problem Π : Similarly as before, we need to deﬁne
the alphabet ΣΠ , the node constraint NΠ , and the edge
constraint EΠ .

• ΣΠ : The set of labels for Π is the set of all nonempty subsets of ΣΠ , i.e., ΣΠ = 2ΣΠ \ {{}}.
• NΠ : The node constraint is constructed as follows. Consider a conﬁguration B1 B2 . . . BΔ where
Bi ∈ ΣΠ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , Δ}, such that for
all (b1 , . . . , bΔ ) ∈ B1 × . . . × BΔ it holds that
b1 b2 . . . bΔ ∈ NΠ . Let B be the collection of
all such conﬁgurations. We delete from B all nonmaximal conﬁgurations, i.e., all those conﬁgurations
B1 . . . BΔ such that there exists some other conﬁguration B1 . . . BΔ that is obtained from the former
by adding at least one element to at least one of
the Bi sets. After performing these deletions, we
set NΠ = B.
• EΠ : Consider a conﬁguration A1 A2 , where
A1 , A2 ∈ ΣΠ , such that there exists a pair

(a1 , a2 ) ∈ A1 × A2 such that a1 a2 ∈ EΠ . Let A
be the collection of all such conﬁgurations. We
delete from the set A all conﬁgurations that contain
some set A1 or A2 that does not appear in any
conﬁguration in NΠ , then we set EΠ = A.
Again, we can (and will) assume that all labels that
occur neither in NΠ , nor in EΠ , are also removed
from ΣΠ .
As Π is uniquely deﬁned by Π, we can deﬁne a
function R(·) that takes Π as input and returns Π .
Similarly, as Π is uniquely deﬁned by Π , we can
deﬁne a function R(·) that takes Π as input and returns
Π . With these deﬁnitions, we have Π = R(R(Π)).
Note that R(·) can take any problem as input that is
of the form speciﬁed by round elimination—it is not
necessary that the input problem has been obtained by
applying R(·) to some problem.
Now [32, Theorem 4.3] provides the following relation
between a problem Π and R(R(Π)) that provides
the fundament for automatic round elimination. For
technical reasons, the theorem itself only holds in the
port numbering model, but we will show later how to
lift the obtained bounds to the LOCAL model.
Theorem 7 ([32], rephrased). Let T > 0. Consider
a class G of graphs9 with girth at least 2T + 2, and
some locally checkable problem Π. Then, there exists
an algorithm that solves problem Π on G in T rounds if
and only if there exists an algorithm that solves problem
R(R(Π)) in T − 1 rounds.
In more technical detail, for any pair (n, Δ), Theorem 7 holds for graph classes G = G(n, Δ) consisting
of n-node graphs with maximum degree Δ and girth
at least T = T (n, Δ) > 0. However, for simplicity, we
will usually omit the dependency on n and Δ. We note
that Theorem 7 also holds if we add a proper input
vertex coloring to the setting. Moreover, we will assume
that the input graphs satisfy the given girth requirement
whenever we apply Theorem 7.
An interesting fact that we have not seen mentioned
in [32] (or any other work) is that the equivalence breaks
only in one direction when we go from high-girth graphs
to general graphs: it is straightforward to go through
the proof of [32, Theorem 4.3] and check that even on
general graphs, Π can be solved in 1 round given a
solution to R(R(Π)). In other words, R(R(Π)) is at
most one round faster solvable than Π. Hence, any upper
bound achieved via automatic round elimination holds
on general graphs, both in the port numbering model
and the LOCAL model (as the latter is a stronger model).
9 Technically, the class of graphs has to satisfy a certain property,
called t-independence in [32], but since it is straightforward to check
that our considered class of Δ-regular high-girth graphs satisﬁes this
property, we omit this detail.
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In particular, this is true for our upper bounds for ruling
sets.
Generalizing to non-regular graphs: As mentioned
before, in this paper we will restrict attention to regular
graphs. Since we are proving lower bounds, this does
not affect the generality of our results; however, for the
upper bound we prove along the way, some additional
step is required to lift the bound to general graphs. In
its full generality, the round elimination framework can
also be applied to non-regular graphs, and the arguments
in our upper bound would essentially remain the same;
however, describing the framework formally is somewhat
cumbersome. Hence, we will choose a different route to
show that our upper bound holds on general graphs: we
will present a “human-understandable” version of the
algorithm obtained by round elimination for which it
will be easy to check that its correctness is not affected
by having nodes of different degrees.

required to obtain such a problem, thereby giving an
upper bound on the time complexity of the algorithm.
Then, we will provide a human-understandable version
of the round-elimination-generated algorithm, in order to
argue that this algorithm does not only work on regular
graphs, but on all graphs. In particular, we will show that,
given a c-coloring, the minimum t such that β+t
≥c
β
is an upper bound for (2, β)-ruling sets.
In a third step, we will prove lower bounds for the
(2, β)-ruling set problem. The main idea here will be to
show that, by increasing parameter x, we can essentially
relate the problems of the family in the same way as
we do for the upper bounds. That is, we can get the
same evolution of parameter v as in the upper bound,
at the price of increasing parameter x. Essentially, this
will allow us to use the ideas obtained from the upper
bound to get a lower bound.
Finally, we will show how to lift the obtained lower
bounds from the port numbering model to the LOCAL
model.

D. Roadmap
In the full version of the paper, we will start by
deﬁning a family of problems ΠΔ,β (v, x), for which
we will later show how it relates to the (2, β)-ruling
set problem. The parameter v = [v0 , . . . , vβ ] is a list
of non-negative numbers, that can be interpreted as a
number of colors. Intuitively, the problem ΠΔ,β (v, x)
can be solved in 0 rounds
we are given some vertex
if
β
coloring with size(v) := i=0 vi colors. The parameter
x is some relaxation parameter: we will allow nodes to
violate edge constraints on at most x of their incident
edges.
We will use the round elimination theorem to relate
problems of this family. In a ﬁrst step, we will compute
the problem that we obtain by applying our operator
R(·) to ΠΔ,β (v, x).
In a second step, we will prove upper bounds for the
(2, β)-ruling set problem. We will consider a subset of
the problems of the family, that is, those where parameter
x is set to be 0. We start this second step by showing
that R(ΠΔ,β (v, 0)) is at least as easy as some other
where v 
problem of the family, that is ΠΔ,β (v  , 0), 

is the inclusive preﬁx sum of v (i.e., vi = j≤i vj ).
The round elimination theorem will imply that, given a
solution for ΠΔ,β (v  , 0), we can obtain a solution for
ΠΔ,β (v, 0) in at most one round of communication. We
will ﬁnally combine multiple steps of such reasoning
to obtain upper bounds: we will show how parameter
v evolves over multiple steps. Crucially, a solution for
ΠΔ,β ([1, 0, . . . , 0], 0) will directly imply a solution for
the (2, β)-ruling set problem, and by repeatedly applying
the round elimination theorem we will obtain some
problem ΠΔ,β (v  , 0) where size(v  ) is at least as large
as the number of colors in the given vertex coloring. We
will ﬁrst prove an upper bound on the number of steps

III. O PEN PROBLEMS
In this work, we proved that the deterministic complexity of computing (2, β)-ruling sets is at least poly log n,
unless β is too large. Combined with existing poly log n
upper bounds, our results imply that the deterministic
complexity of ruling sets lies in the poly log n region.
An interesting open question is how many log factors
are required exactly.
Another open question concerns the techniques that
we use: We ﬁrst prove a lower bound for a constantradius checkable version of the ruling set problem,
and then transform this bound into a lower bound for
the original problem, where we lose an additive βfactor. Hence, currently our technique is not capable
to prove lower bounds for (2, β)-ruling sets where β
is so large that the problem can be solved in o(β)
rounds. An open question is to get rid of this restriction.
For example, can we show that ﬁnding (2, (log n)1/3 )ruling sets requires Ω(log1/3 n/ log1/2 log n) rounds
with deterministic algorithms?
While we now have a good picture of the dependency of the complexity of (2, β)-ruling sets on n,
the dependency on Δ is far less clear. Even in the
case where a (Δ + 1)-vertex coloring is provided, the
current best upper bound is O(βΔ1/β ) rounds. Note
that, for constant values of β, we get a complexity
that is polynomial in Δ, while the lower bound that
we provide lies in the poly log Δ region. Hence, there
is an exponential gap between the current upper and
lower bounds, as a function of Δ. We know that,
on general graphs, any algorithm that solves MIS in
time f (Δ) + g(n), must have f (Δ) = Ω(Δ), or both
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g(n) = Ω(log log n/ log log log n) for randomized algorithms and g(n) = Ω(log n/ log log n) for deterministic
ones [18], and we think that a necessary step for really
understanding the Δ-dependency of (2, β)-ruling sets is
to ﬁrst prove an Ω(Δ) lower bound for MIS on trees.
Finally, a number of interesting open questions revolve
around our new technique of proving a lower bound
via an upper bound. Can we characterize the problems
that allow such an approach? What properties does an
algorithm have to have to be well-representable as an
upper bound sequence? Can the related technique of
introducing a coloring component into non-coloring
problems be successfully applied to other problems?
We believe that ﬁnding answers to these and related
questions will constitute an important step towards a
better understanding of the round elimination technique.
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